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Bathmaster Sonaris Reclining Bath Lift Review - Home Accessibility

Oct. 30, 2010 - PRLog -- Many Americans are in the unfortunate position of needing assisted living. The
number of these individuals range in the millions. This number covers the gamut from the disabled to the
elderly. Age, at times, is not a factor regarding individuals that need to be assisted in some capacity
regarding their daily activities. Many of these people will have to face the dreadful fact of entering into an
institution of supported living. 

Largely, the elderly and disabled enter into institutions of assisted living because they can no longer shower
or bathe independently on their own home.  Bathing is a crucial and imperative process of life.
Unfortunately many elderly and disabled folk simply cannot bath without help.  The bath tub lift is an
excellent product to help these people take a warm and therapeutic bath without the fear of slipping and
falling. Security is assured with the proper bath lift.

However, when choosing a bath lift one must be selective to ensure that he or she will make the right
choice. The Bathmaster Sonaris reclining bath lift is the industry's number one seller. It is no wonder
because the Bathmaster Sonaris bath lift has many characteristics for the user to operate it with tremendous
efficiency and accommodation.
Some of these features are listed below. Unlike other bath lifts that automatically recline to a specific angle,
the Bathmaster Sonaris Reclining Bath Lift has a reclining feature that is completely controlled by the user.
Once the Bathmaster Sonaris has completed its descent, you can adjust the reclining level using the hand
controller. Any angle can be selected and recline up to 40 degrees to achieve the most comfortable and
suitable position for the user. The Sonaris is the only bath lift in the industry that has a single-button
operation that allows the user to control the unit at will. One can position the backrest upright or recline it
back to a more relaxed position.  Sufficient leg room is maintained during these processes for a comfortable
position in the bath tub.

The hand controller has large, textured control pads to assist the visually impaired. The safety mechanism is
built-in and will not allow the bath lift to lower into the tub if there is not enough charge to lift the user
back up. Furthermore, the waterproof hand remote will show a warning light and sound off an audible beep
letting the user know the bath lift is in need of a charge. The Bathmaster Sonaris possess a self diagnostics
system to determine if there are any issues with the bath lift. To optimize battery performance, there is an
automatic sleep function that comes into effect when the product is idle for 10 minutes. The sleep function
is easily disabled by pressing the control pad.

This tremendous product has a loading capacity of up to 300 lbs and it lowers the user to 2.5 inches from
the bottom of the tub. The speed at which it functions is measured to ensure ample comfort for the disabled
and elderly. 

There are large flaps on the side to allow for easy transfer. With a fully charged battery, one can get an
amazing 18-20 lifts. The suction-cup feet may be angled in any direction to suit the curvature of the bath.

The Bathmaster Sonaris will provide an avenue for people the freedom to stay in their homes and live with
comfort as he or she enjoys the benefits of a therapeutic bath. This bath lift for the disabled and elderly is
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made of all-plastic construction and is easy to clean, yet strong and durable to ensure stability and years of
use.

The above features clearly illustrate why this product is an excellent choice for the ultimate bathing
experience. The Bathmaster Sonaris reclining bath lift combines superb functionality, outstanding
performance and wonderful design giving you a great bathing experience. If you have limited mobility, you
can still enjoy the benefits and relaxation of taking a bath with the Bathmaster Sonaris Reclining Bath Lift.
View The Bathmaster Sonairs at Home Accessibility

# # #

Home Accessibility is a leading online accessibility and medical supply store. Our objective is to provide a
mobility aids to geriatric individuals and folks who are disabled regardless of their age.
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